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Abstract – The renewal of civil supersonic aviation is partly conditioned by the establishment of an interna-
tional regulation on sonic boom level. Human perception of booms from future aircraft creating sound distur-
bances of lower level than past ones can currently be evaluated only through boom simulators in laboratory
setups with predicted signatures from numerical simulations. To reach sufficient ecological validity, it is neces-
sary that perception studies take place in an environment as familiar as possible to participants. With this in
view, a simulator has been designed to reproduce sonic booms of low amplitude with the highest possible fidelity
and control, while adapting to an existing house. The article presents the challenges and design solutions chosen
to reach this objective. A double optimisation of the input signal, successively in the frequency and in the time
domain, is described. Observed performances are presented for different boom exposures and in various rooms
of the house.
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1 Introduction

Sonic boom is one of the main barriers to the renewal of
civil supersonic aviation, twenty years after Concorde’s last
flight. The loud and sudden double booms (associated to
shocks emanating one from the aircraft nose and one from
its aft) it produced all along its supersonic cruise made over-
land flights unacceptable and restricted Concorde service to
transatlantic routes. This also led many countries in the
70’s to strictly forbid any civil supersonic overland flight.
Following pioneering theoretical works [1–3] based on fun-
damental Whitham’s theory of sonic boom [4], tremendous
progress has however been achieved in the design of super-
sonic aircraft to significantly reduce sonic boom noise level
at the ground. The Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstration
(SSBD) American program demonstrated in 2003 for the
first time in-flight boom mitigation by modifying the aft-
fuselage of an F-18 fighter [5]. The Japanese D-SEND pro-
gram [6] measured and compared the boom levels of two
dropped bodies of revolution, one of which with a low boom
design. At NASA, the X-59 Quiet Supersonic Technology
demonstrator) is currently in testing phase to reach a
ground boom Perceived Level [7] of 75 PLdB in standard

atmosphere [8]. It should validate technologies for reducing
sonic boom loudness.

Human response to N-like booms or to shaped booms of
lower levels can be evaluated through data gathered by
means of either laboratory, in-home or field studies. Field
studies take place in a normal listening environment, but
lack details about the precise sound exposure. In contrast,
laboratory studies provide the highest control of sound
exposure but take place in a very abnormal listening envi-
ronment [9]. Maglieri et al. [10] reviewed seven of these envi-
ronments designed since 1965 to reproduce sonic booms of
high amplitude with a high control. Most of them are tiny
airtight pressure chambers surrounded by multiple loud-
speakers, such as the NASA booth [11] with a volume of
1.6 m3 for only one seated person. Such technology was used
recently in Japan [12], and in Germany [13]. A larger porta-
ble chamber was developed by Gulfstream for demonstra-
tion purposes [14]. It was installed in a mobile trailer,
offering a larger volume for four standing people. The trailer
was used as a waveguide with an anechoic termination effi-
cient above 50 Hz. Consequently, only a band-pass filtered
waveform could be reproduced. However, the realism of the
boom reproduction was judged somewhat superior for this
system compared to smaller chambers [15]. Paradoxically,
all these narrow chambers are best suited for investigat-
ing outdoor boom responses. An indoor boom will be
affected by specific construction features of walls, roofs,
doors and primarily windows, and also by interior layout.
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House shaking, rattle noise and damage concerns were actu-
ally identified as the main factors influencing human
response to sonic booms (see for reviews: [10, 16, 17]).
Human response may also be dependent on what the person
is doing at the time of boom exposure. All these effects can-
not be investigated inside tiny pressure chambers.

Therefore, in-home studies with sonic booms reproduced
through arrays of loudspeakers appear as an appealing com-
promise between the highly artificial listening environment
of pressure chambers and costly community surveys with
poor quantitative information on noise exposure. In-home
studies allow a good control of sound exposure and a realis-
tic environment, closing in on the so-called “ecological
validity” [18, 19]. They are currently all the more appealing
as low-boom aircrafts do not exist yet, and low amplitude
sonic booms result only from numerical simulations of puta-
tive supersonic aircrafts. In addition, in-home studies are
more likely to reproduce some other factors that have been
shown to be key ingredients of human indoor response. In a
1993 study (published in [20]), an array of 3 or 4 loudspeak-
ers played a randomly pre-programmed sequence of three
different boom waveforms in the range 66–74 dBA (ASEL)
with a total of 4–63 booms per day. The system was
installed inside the homes of 33 participants along with 2
microphones measuring the sound signal. The low number
of loudspeakers and their limited bandwidth led to a sound
reproduction far from a sonic boom shape. More recently
[21], NASA built in its Langley Research Center a large size
simulator designed for studying indoor boom. A single blind
room (4.09 � 3.45 � 2.54 = 35.84 m3) facility, built using
typical US residential construction methods and materials,
is surrounded by two arrays of loudspeakers close to two of
the exterior walls, with a total of 52 subwoofers and 52 mid-
range speakers, so that outdoor booms can be transmitted
indoor through one or two room walls, one with a closed
window. However, even if the interior has been designed
with care to resemble a living room, this facility remains
somehow artificial (a single blind room) and is not represen-
tative of European homes. Note also that insonifying
directly an entire existing house by an array of loudspeakers
has been examined but turned out to be very challenging
and was never realised [22].

This motivated the present study, which aimed at devel-
oping a system (consisting in two simulators) that is able to
reproduce sonic booms in different rooms of an existing
house, and not in the artificial laboratory environment, in
order to investigate the influence of low sonic booms on
humans in natural conditions.

2 Description of the house

The test house is located (GPS position +48.800170�,
�2.075682�) at the entrance of one campus of Sorbonne
Université located about 21.5 km southwest from Paris
Notre Dame. The test house (Fig. 1, top) is a three storey
building plus a basement, uninhabited during the study.
The house was constructed in the late 19th century with
thick concrete walls and large single pane windows. The

ground floor used for the study (Fig. 1, bottom) is occupied
by a single apartment made of three bedrooms, one living
room, one kitchen and one bathroom with toilets. The vol-
umes are: 29.8 m3 for bedroom 1 situated on the house
front, 34.0 m3 for bedroom 3, 72.9 m3 for the living room
and 40.2 m3 for the kitchen. The dimensions and the
reverberation times of the four rooms are provided in
Appendix A. A side door in the kitchen, opening directly
into the garden, produces strong rattle when loosely fitted.

3 Properties of chosen low boom signals
3.1 Signals to be reproduced in the bedrooms for a sleep

study

The two boom simulators were first designed for a night
noise study, with participants sleeping in the (closed) bed-
rooms 1 and 3. To this end, five different target outdoor
low boom signals have been selected (Fig. 2) to be repro-
duced with fidelity as high as possible. Their peak overpres-
sure is around 20 Pa, one fifth of Concorde’s pressure. There
is no consensus yet on the best metric(s) to quantify human
response to low boom exposure, but, following a meta-
analysis of annoyance studies performed in the USA and
Japan [23] 6 metrics have been pre-selected by Super-Sonic
Transport Group (SSTG) of Committee on Aviation
Environment Protection (CAEP) from International Civil
Aviation Organisation (ICAO): Sound Exposure Level
(SEL) with 4 different (A, B, D, E) frequency weightings
(though C-weighting was not retained due to its poor corre-
lation with outdoor ratings, it is here indicated as frequently
recommended for indoor low frequency noise), Stevens
Mark VII Perceived Level (PL) [7] and ISBAP, a hybrid
metric combining PL, CSEL and ASEL. Peak overpressure
and boom levels for the 6 metrics pre-selected by ICAO plus
CSEL are provided in Table B1 in Appendix B.

The five selected signals (booms 1–5, ordered by increas-
ing level in terms of metrics ASEL, BSEL, DSEL, ESEL
and PL) show a level range of about 23 dB, both in terms
of dBA (ASEL) and PL. Signal 2 corresponds to the ground
signal of C25P low boom notional configuration cross-
investigated during the 2nd AIAA Sonic Boom Workshop
[24] with a sound level of 76.2 PL dB (61.7 dBA) close to
the announced 75 PL dB of the X59 NASA demonstrator.
Signal 5 shows the typical N-waveform. Compared to boom
2, a sharper shock leads to a wider-band signal with fre-
quency content sharply decreasing only beyond 1000 Hz
and its sound level is 17 dB higher for ASEL metric, and
15.5 dB higher for PL metric. Booms 1 and 4 are derived
respectively from signals 2 and 5 after having undergone
a numerically simulated propagation through one kilometre
of synthetic atmospheric turbulence [25, 26]. This leads to
energy losses for frequencies above 300 Hz from signal 2
to signal 1, thus reducing the boom sound level by about
7 dB for both PL and ASEL. Compared to signal 5, signal 4
propagated through a random caustic (a zone of local sound
amplification produced by the random distortion of the
wavefront due to turbulence), displaying the typical super-
position of a U wave to the initial N wave. This reduces its
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frequency content above 400 Hz, and its level falls off by
4.5 (ASEL) to 5 (PL) dB. Signal 3 was measured from an
F18 airplane executing a low boom dive manoeuvre. Its
peak overpressure, duration and frequency peak are similar
to those of signals 4 and 5, but its shape is different with
smoother shocks and a bumpy waveform. In the mid fre-
quency range 30–500 Hz, its spectrum decays faster.
This explains its lower ASEL level (�5 and �9.5 dBA,
respectively), though the difference in PLdB is much less
(�1.4 PLdB compared to boom 4).

In Figure 2 we also report the spectrum of background
noise measured over a 2 s duration just before boom
generation and recording. When discarding the few peaks
related to electrically induced hum noise, all spectra decay

towards higher frequencies, reaching a plateau above
100 Hz at around 15 dB. For all target signals, this noise
level is well below the signal level in the low frequency part
below 100 Hz (�50 dB or more at the peak of the spectrum).
Above 100 Hz, the difference reduces all the faster as the sig-
nal is of lower noise level, e.g., has a lower high frequency
content that merges with the background noise (around
450 Hz for boom 1 but around 2000 Hz for boom 5).

3.2 Signals to be reproduced in the living room for a day
study

In addition to the sleep study, the simulators were
intended to be used as well in a day study with participants

Figure 1. Top: front view of the test house, with one boom simulator affixed to the ground floor window of bedroom. Bottom: map of
the ground floor apartment with the position of the two simulators (in green) affixed to windows W1 and W3.
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involved in various activities. For such study, a bedroom
with a wide open window fully obscured by the simulator
could have appeared as an unusual or even disturbing envi-
ronment. Our goal was thus to synthesise booms inside the
living room with natural daylight and with the simulators
not directly visible. However, each simulator was dimen-
sioned to insonify one bedroom, of much smaller volume.
Operating the two simulators simultaneously would not
have been sufficient to compensate for the increased volume
of the two bedrooms plus the living room (103.7 m3). The
12 subwoofers used for the two bedroom simulators could
have been spread in front of the two inner (open) doors
between the living room and the bedrooms, but this would
have i) made the simulators visible again, ii) only partially
compensated for the increased volume, and iii) required a
new design of the whole system installation. For the sake
of simplicity and time and money saving, we made the

choice to keep the simulators unchanged and used the
two (now open) doors (F1 and F3, Fig. 1) between the liv-
ing room and the bedrooms as “virtual windows”, through
which the booms would insonify the living room. Note that
door and window areas are very similar. Target boom sig-
nals needed however to be modified in order to be able to
insonify a much larger volume considering the maximum
power available from our system. Their peak amplitude is
slightly reduced (to about 17–18 Pa) and only N-wave pro-
files are considered (see Fig. 3) with rise times adjusted to
reach two desired boom level: 62 dBA (or 78 PLdB) and
75 dBA (or 88.4 PLdB). The first additional signal
(boom 6), subsequently also called Low Boom signal, is pur-
posely chosen so that its various metrics are comparable to
those of signal 2 (C25P), while the second one (boom 7),
called High Boom, is significantly louder (+13 dBA or
+10 PLdB) with the same duration. Their spectra,

Figure 2. Temporal waveforms (left) and frequency spectra (right) of selected boom signals ordered by increasing A-SEL values from
top to bottom (booms 1–5). Comparison between the target signals in dotted black and the measured signals at the centre of the
window frame W3 in closed bedroom 3 in solid red. Lower curves in light grey show ambient noise spectra measured during 2 s.
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displayed on Figure 3, show similarities at low frequencies,
with higher frequency content above 50 Hz decaying more
rapidly for the lower boom signal.

4 Design of the boom simulators

To reach highest possible fidelity, the sound reproducing
system, or simulator, had to be capable of producing very
low frequencies signal (down to at least 1 Hz or even below)
at a pressure level up to 25 Pa (or 122 dB overall sound
pressure level) while also covering the audio range up to
around 1 kHz (above, the ambient noise is dominating,
see Fig. 2). Temporal accuracy was also critical for strongly
impulsive signals. Also, neighbour disturbances were to be
strictly avoided. Considering the house described above,
we chose to insonify from outdoor only two of the ground
floor bedrooms by means of a sound system affixed to each
window frame (see Fig. 1). By taking advantage of the bed-
rooms limited volume, the required number of loudspeakers
was significantly reduced to seven per bedroom. For the
simulator design, it was assumed that each bedroom
behaved as a completely airtight pressure chamber. The
window opening was made fully airtight by affixing the sim-
ulator to outer walls with foam (see details below). The
door however had to be left unmodified and was the main
source of sound leakage. It could however be compensated,
as it will be proved later on by comparison between target
and measured signals. The most energetic part of the boom
frequency spectrum is at wavelengths which are very large
(typically 45 m for the peak frequency) compared to the
room dimensions (3.85 m for the largest one). Thus the
pressure inside the room is homogeneous and can be
approximated for a loudspeaker-like sound source in the fre-
quency domain by pðxÞ ¼ q0c

2
0xðxÞSd=V where q0 is the

air density, c0 the sound velocity, x the angular frequency,
V the room volume, Sd the surface of the sound source and
x(x) the membrane excursion. For the considered bedroom

volume of 30 m3, a pressure amplitude of 25 Pa was
obtained inside the room with a sound source reaching
the volume change xðxÞSd ¼ pðxÞV =q0c

2
0 ¼ 0:0054 m3.

The maximal membrane excursion should also remain in
the linear range to avoid any distortion. We thus chose
the B&C Speaker 21SW115 loudspeaker with a membrane
surface of 1680 cm2 and a linear excursion limit of 10 mm.
Six of them were needed to reach the target boom level. To
reproduce the signal high frequency content for which no
simple relation between pressure signal, loudspeaker param-
eters and room volume exists, we added a more conven-
tional wide-band loudspeaker (Beyma 8BR40N) in the
audible range (60–6000 Hz), enough to radiate the medium
and high frequency part of the spectrum up to typically
1500 Hz (for instance sound level at 100 Hz is about
�50 dB compared to the peak value around 5–7 Hz). Above
this frequency, the signal amplitude reached the level of
the ambient noise existing in the house (ranging between
10 and 20 dB SPL) and no precise control was therefore
possible. Moreover, it has been shown that the various
boom metrics get almost insensitive to the part of the
spectrum above 1500 Hz ([26], Fig. 15).

The cabinet was designed to optimise the very low-
frequency response of the system while presenting the most
accurate temporal response. To avoid any rear-side sound
radiation we use a closed-box design, which presents a sec-
ond order roll-off slope and almost the same qualities as an
infinite baffle design, except for the acoustic stiffness added
by the enclosure volume which modifies the resonance fre-
quency of the loudspeaker. Two identical cabinets were
installed outdoor, one right at the window frame of each
bedroom (see Fig. 1). The cabinets were made of 18 mm
fireproof plywood, assembled by a grooved and glued join-
ery technique, and protected with waterproof white paint
reflecting sunlight to prevent the wood to stretch or deform
under heat. The complete structures were attached to the
house outer walls with polyurethane expensive foam,

Figure 3. Comparison between the target signals (N-wave like booms, in dotted black) and the measured signals (in solid red) at the
door F3 between bedroom 3 and the living room, generated by simulator 3. Top: low boom signal 6. Bottom: high boom signal 7. Left:
temporal waveforms. Right: frequency spectra. Measured spectra are noisier and decay much slower in the high frequency limit. Lower
curves in light grey show ambient noise spectra measured during 2 s.
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providing air tightness. Each cabinet was separated into six
identical compartments of 200 L each, leading to a critically
damped alignment of the subwoofers. The wide-band loud-
speaker had its own, smaller, back volume (150 L) of differ-
ent shape, again for critically damped alignment. The
loudspeaker back volume was filled with acoustic foam, so
as to dampen internal resonance modes and reflections.
The dimensions of the cabinets and the operating frequency
band (1–100 Hz) of the subwoofers were too small to create
internal modes or noticeable reflections inside the sub-
woofers back volumes. In case the subwoofers would pro-
duce harmonic distortion, the same acoustic foam was
also used in each back volume. The speakers were facing
into the bedrooms (see Fig. 3), with the cabinet dimensions
exceeding those of the window frame (2.16 m � 1.3 m) to
allow easy outdoor sound insulation. The window frames
were smaller than the overall surface of all speakers, so that
the subwoofers were orientated out of the window planes.
This actually provided a better balance of the cabinet struc-
ture (supported by an aluminium frame with adjustable
feet height) and prevented them from shaking due to sub-
woofers stroke. The total weight of the 6 subwoofers alone
was 84 kg, the overall weight of one simulator around
200 kg. Electrical wiring was designed so that only one
big cable (8 tracks cable) was plugged to each cabinet via
one SpeakOn weatherproof connector placed on the outdoor
side of the cabinet, with no cable inside the bedrooms. The
overall design and cabinet installation are illustrated in
Figure 4.

To get the required 300 W of electrical input – esti-
mated in a conservative way by using the measured free
field sensitivity of the subwoofers (97 dB.W−1.m−1) and
the distance between the microphone and the centre of
the two upper, most distant subwoofers (approximately
1 m, see Fig. 4), we used power amplifiers BEAK BAA

800, delivering 800 W of audio signal down to DC at a
4 X load with a very low output distortion (<0.1%). Two
subwoofers, wired in parallel, were paired and fed by one
amplifier, thus requiring a total of six amplifiers for the
two simulators. The wide-band loudspeakers were powered
by one BEAK BAA 120 amplifier, presenting the same
characteristics as the BEAK BAA 120 except a reduced
nominal power (120 W). A NI USB 9260 signal generator,
featuring two BNC outputs and operating audio signals
from DC up to 23 kHz with a resolution of 24 bits, was used:
one output passively split the signal going to all the 12 sub-
woofers through the 6 amplifiers, while the other one drove
the two wide-band loudspeakers through their own ampli-
fier. The electroacoustic chain is illustrated in Figure 5.

5 Signal generation
5.1 Optimisation principle and measurement

equipment

For the sleep study, the simulated signals produced by
the boom simulator were optimised at the centre of bed-
room 3’s window frame (W3 in Fig. 1), with the door closed,
so as to insonify a small volume. For the day study, the
input signals were optimised for each simulator at the mid-
dle of the corresponding bedroom door (F1 or F3, see
Fig. 1), all other doors being closed.

Optimisation was achieved by recording the signal at a
single point, either the centre of the window frame or the
bedroom door, with a Bruël & Kjaer type 4964 microphone
(equipped with a low frequency pre-amplifier adapter type
UC-0211) operating with a flat frequency response from
0.02 Hz up to 20 kHz, connected to a Bruël & Kjaer
NEXUS type 2690 microphone conditioner and a NI USB
4431 acquisition card operating from DC up to 43.5 kHz

Figure 4. Cabinet design. Left drawings: installation of the loudspeaker, six subwoofers and their back volumes (top, front, side and
3D views). Right photograph: simulator viewed from inside the bedroom.
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on 24 bits. A single computer operated the signal produc-
tion and recording via a Matlab program, as illustrated in
Figure 5.

5.2 Optimisation method

For the optimisation process, the signal is separated into
a low frequency component generated by the subwoofers,
and a medium/high frequency one generated by the other
loudspeaker. The frequency response of the subwoofers
and the wide-band loudspeakers are flattened using a stan-
dard equalisation process. In addition, the low frequency
component is optimised in the time domain, using the so-
called Wave Decomposition Technique (WDT). This non-
iterative method was initially proposed by Tokuyama
et al. [27] to optimise, at one microphone position, an impul-
sive signal (namely a sonic boom) reproduced by an elec-
troacoustic system. WDT was then extended by Blanc
et al. [28] to the case of several microphones. We here apply
the method in the original case of a single microphone. The
only difference is that WDT method is only applied to the
low frequency part of the signal reproduced by the sub-
woofers, which is quite homogeneous inside the room.
Applying the WDT to the high frequency part in a rever-
berating room with multiple arrivals at high frequencies
would induce artefacts.

All time signals are denoted by lower case letters, with
c(t) the target (“cible” in French) time signal, s(t) the input
signal at the simulator, and m(t) the measured signal at the
single selected microphone position. For any time signal
f(t), we note its time discretisation fi = f(iDt) with i = 0
to n, and its Fourier transform by F ðxÞ ¼ Fðf ðtÞÞ with
x the angular frequency. Low and high frequency parts
are denoted by indexes, respectively < and >. To separate
these two parts, we use a low pass, second-order Butther-
worth filter noted B<(x) centred at 100 Hz (�3 dB
cut-off frequency). A mirror high pass, second order,
Butterworth filter B>(x) again centred around 100 Hz is
used to filter the low frequencies sent to the loudspeakers.
The intermediate frequency range (50–200 Hz) corresponds
to the common bandwidth between the loudspeaker
and the subwoofers. Therefore ciðtÞ ¼ F�1 BiðxÞCiðxÞð Þ
for (i = <, >). Such smooth, second order filters avoids a
sharp LF/HF split that would distort the time signal.

For frequency equalisation, the impulse responses of the
low frequency (subwoofers) and high frequency (loud-
speaker) chains were measured. A known wide band signal
(Heaviside function) h(t) is split similarly into its two low
and high frequency components h(t) = h<(t) + h>(t), each
one being sent to the corresponding outputs of the genera-
tion card. The resulting measured signals (via the micro-
phone at the centre of the window frame) w<ðtÞ and

Figure 5. Diagram of the electroacoustic chain: in red, the chain corresponding to the generation of the signals; in blue the
measurement chain used for the optimisation of the signals (see Sect. 5).
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w>(t) provide the LF and HF impulse responses of the sys-
tem Ri(x) = Wi(x)/Hi(x) for (i = <, >). Equalisation is
achieved by generating the input signals sEi ðtÞ ¼
F�1ðCiðxÞ=RiðxÞÞ for (i = <, >), thus creating a Finite
Impulse Response (FIR) filter. The corresponding signals
measured at the selected microphone position are respec-
tively mE

<ðtÞ and mE
>ðtÞ.

The WDT method is then applied, modifying the input
signal sE<ðtÞ to minimise the deviation between mE

<ðtÞ and
cE<ðtÞ. A basis of time waveforms is created by shifting the
measured signal by a constant time delay jMDt, so that
bjðtÞ ¼ mE

<ðt � jM�tÞ with j = 0 to N. This leads to
bjk ¼ ðmE

<Þi�Mj. Here M is chosen equal to 3, and N so that
the beginning (first shock for an N-wave) of the most shifted
signal bN is slightly beyond the end (second shock of an
N-wave) of the target. When –Mj < 0, the value 0 is
assigned (impulsive signal vanishing before its initial shock).
The target signal c<(t) is decomposed onto this basis,

ðc<Þi ¼
P

k¼0

N

akbjk, the coefficients ak being found by least

square minimisation. A second basis is created by shifting
the target signal c<(t) by the same constant time delays
so that djk ¼ ðc<Þi�Mj. The time discretised, low frequency,

input signal after WDT optimisation is sW<
� �

j
¼ P

k¼0

N

akdjk.

This signal is again frequency-equalised as previously
described, and the resulting low frequency signal sent to
the amplifiers is sWE< ðtÞ ¼ F�1ðSW

< ðxÞ=R<ðxÞÞ.

5.3 Reproduction results

5.3.1 In bedrooms 1 and 3

The results of the optimisation at the centre of the
window frame for bedroom 3 insonification are illustrated
on Figure 2, by comparing the five target signals described
earlier (in black) to the measured ones (in red). Note that
waveforms are shown over a 0.5 s duration, but spectra
and metrics were computed on a 2 s interval. After WDT
application, the measured time waveforms almost perfectly
match the target ones. The comparison of frequency spectra
also outlines excellent agreement, some tiny mismatches
appearing mostly in the range 50–100 Hz where the sub-
woofers and the loudspeaker are operated simultaneously
and also where background noise shows some peaks.
Measured post-boom signals also display some decaying
oscillations of low amplitude and low frequency, as a result
of the inertia of the subwoofers which cannot be immedi-
ately stopped after the rear shock. Distortions measured
here are anyway much smaller than those frequently pro-
duced by atmospheric turbulence [26, 29], and the realism
of the synthesised booms is therefore highly satisfying.
Also noticeable is the good agreement in phase, particularly
visible on the time waveform of boom 4, which is a superpo-
sition of an N-wave with two shocks and of a U-wave
(which is an N-wave having undergone a p/2 phase shift)
with two peaks, all arriving at the same time as the target.
When comparing the metrics of the measured booms to the
target ones (see Table B1 in Appendix B), an overall good

agreement is obtained, with mean deviations of about
+0.8 dB. It ranges between +0.1 dB and +0.5 dB for all
SEL metrics while mean PL difference reaches 2.3 dB. This
poorer agreement for the PL metric is mainly due to boom 1
(for which the agreement is poorer for all metrics anyway
with a mean deviation of 2.8 dB). This could indicate that
the PL metric magnifies the influence of the background
noise, as boom 1 is of smaller amplitude, and thus the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio is lower (its spectrum level is comparable
to ambient noise at frequencies as low as 500 Hz).

5.3.2 In the living room

The synthesised booms 6 and 7 measured at the virtual
window F3, with only simulator 3 working, are compared to
the targets on Figure 3. The overall N-like boom shape is
well reproduced, and the rise time differences between the
Low and High Boom signals are clearly visible. However,
as the system is reaching its limit to insonify a big volume,
the measured peak overpressure is slightly lower than the
target, the low frequency spectrum shows some mild oscilla-
tions and the high frequency spectrum decays more slowly
than the target to compensate, in terms of dB, the reduced
peak pressure. Also post-boom noise is somewhat more
important than for booms synthesised in the bedrooms.
Nevertheless, the measured signals clearly had the charac-
teristics of a sonic boom signal: impulsive signals with two
sharp shocks separated by an expansion wave, and a
wide-band spectrum peaking around 7 Hz. Deviations from
the target are comparable to what can be measured outdoor
in case of a mild turbulence [29]. Regarding metrics, agree-
ment is typically within 1 dB mismatch, except again for
the PL value of the Low Boom case.

5.4 Discussion and limitation

This section compares our boom simulator to the two
most recently designed ones, with the data being sum-
marised in Table 1. The two simulators are actual pressure
chambers, a small one at University of Oldenburg
(Germany) for assessing outdoor boom [30] and the NASA
indoor boom simulator [21], an American-style living room
enclosed in a large pressure chamber with numerous loud-
speakers (104). For this last one, indoor boom is transmit-
ted through the room closed window and two of its walls.
Let us recall that our simulator aims at reproducing indoor
booms assumed to be transmitted through one (for the bed-
room) or two (for the living room) wide-open windows,
neglecting transmission through walls assumed to be stiff
enough. The number of loudspeakers is therefore reduced
to either 7 or 14, in order to control the signal on the win-
dow surface only. We here explored only a limited number
of waveforms (5 for the bedroom, 2 for the living room) with
one amplitude for each and with levels varying in the range
56–92 dBA (ASEL) or 76–92 PLdB. This range is larger
than the one explored in Germany and smaller than the
one of US simulator. Higher amplitudes are of limited inter-
est because of the progresses made in low boom design.
Smaller amplitudes could have been explored here (by just
reducing the overall signal amplitude), but in this case one
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faces the issue of background noise level which, though
small, is significantly higher in a real existing house than
in a laboratory pressure chamber. This raises several open
questions: i) which metric is most/less sensitive to noise?
ii) how much does background noise influence boom percep-
tion? iii) how to control accurately a simulated boom inde-
pendently of the background noise? Our present results
indicate preliminary trends. First, PL metric (and therefore
ISBAP) seems to be more sensitive to background noise
than SEL metrics, due to its nonlinear character (depen-
dent on the pressure level) as shown by booms 1, 2 and 6.
This however would need confirmation by dedicated stud-
ies. Second, an accurate control of boom reproduction in
a real-life environment is all the more difficult as the boom
level is lower, because a wider part of its spectrum mixes
with the noise. This is again evidenced by booms 1, 2 and
6 with lower levels and larger deviations between target
and measurement. The second main lesson of this compar-
ison is that the present simulator with 7 loudspeakers is
optimised for rooms of volumes around 30 m3, ideally bed-
rooms or small living rooms, with indoor transmission
through wide open windows. It corresponds to a worst-case
scenario (maximal indoor transmission) adapted to Euro-
pean houses (stiff walls and open windows). One could con-
template a “portable” version that could be affixed to
private homes, so that short- and maybe medium-term
low boom disturbances could be investigated while people
living in their own homes. For ground-floor rooms, a simu-
lator could be affixed outdoor in the house garden to one
window. The obstruction of one window would make it best
suited for investigating at-home sleep disturbances by sonic
booms, an almost unexplored topic [16].

6 Conclusion

An electroacoustic system consisting in two simulators
was designed to reproduce, with highest possible fidelity,
low frequency, impulsive signals possibly with one or several
sharp shocks. The objective was i) to cover a wide frequency
range, here from 1 to 1500 Hz, ii) to reach sufficient peak
amplitude (around 20 Pa), iii) to obtain good agreement
for both the time signal and its spectrum, and iv) do this
in different rooms of an existing home, for the purpose of

perception studies in a listening environment as realistic
as possible. In addition to standard equalisation in the fre-
quency domain, we used the WDT for optimisation in the
time domain of the low frequency part of the signal. Target
signals were those expected outdoor, thus assuming the sig-
nal is perceived indoor but with wide open windows. Two
cases were investigated, with two different room volumes.
For the smallest volume used to dimension the simulator,
agreement between target and simulated signal is excellent.
For the more demanding case of the largest volume, the
agreement quality was reduced but the simulated signals
were nevertheless clearly impulsive, with the desired time
waveform with sharp shocks and the expected low fre-
quency spectrum. The high frequency spectrum was how-
ever somewhat higher than the target one to reach the
desired sound level (here A-SEL metric). The application
was here the reproduction of sonic boom, but the proposed
method can be applied to other low frequency and impul-
sive signals. The present study also raises the issue of influ-
ence of indoor background noise, existing in daily-life and
usually ignored in laboratory studies, on boom reproduc-
tion, measurement and perception.
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Appendix A

Dimensions and reverberation times of the four rooms

Appendix B

Signal metrics

Cite this article as: Cretagne L. García A.C. Leconte R. Ollivier F. Marchal J, et al. 2023. Design of a low frequency, impulsive
sound simulator in an existing house for sonic boom perceptual studies. Acta Acustica, 7, 61.

Table B1. Peak overpressure in Pa, and boom levels in dB (for ASEL, BSEL, CSEL, DSEL, ESEL, PL and ISBAP metrics) for the
target (1st line/T) and measured (2nd line) boom signals investigated in this study. For each boom, W3 or F3 indicates the
measurement points. Average level differences D between measurement and target are indicated for each metric over the seven booms
(last line) and for each boom over the seven dB metrics (last column).

Boom # pmax ASEL BSEL CSEL DSEL ESEL PL ISBAP D

1 (T) 19.2 55.1 72.6 90.1 77.8 67.1 68.9 83.6 +2.8
1 (W3) 19.5 56.0 74.7 90.9 78.6 69.3 75.7 89.6
2 (T) 19.4 61.7 76.2 91.2 79.0 71.6 76.2 88.6 +1.6
2 (W3) 19.8 61.9 77.8 92.4 80.1 72.9 78.9 91.8
3 (T) 25.0 69.3 83.1 95.9 83.8 78.5 85.3 96.5 +0.1
3 (W3) 23.6 69.2 83.2 95.7 83.7 78.6 85.8 96.9
4 (T) 23.8 74.3 85.5 94.1 85.2 82.5 86.7 95.0 +0.3
4 (W3) 24.3 74.5 85.4 94.6 85.2 82.1 87.4 96.2
5 (T) 23.9 78.8 88.8 97.1 88.4 86.1 91.7 99.4 +0.4
5 (W3) 23.9 78.4 89.2 97.7 88.8 86.2 92.2 100.3
6 (T) 17.3 62.2 79.7 93.1 80.8 74.2 77.7 90.7 +0.9
6 (F3) 12.3 63.2 79.7 92.0 80.1 74.5 81.5 93.4
7 (T) 18.4 75.1 86.1 95.0 85.6 83.0 88.4 96.7 0
7 (F3) 14.9 75.0 85.6 94.6 85.2 82.6 89.2 97.5
D +0.2 +0.5 +0.2 +0.1 +0.5 +2.3 +2.2

Table A2. Reverberation times T20 (s), measured according to ISO standard 3382-2 with an exploding balloon, per octave bands.

Octave band (Hz) Bedroom 1 Bedroom 3 Living room Kitchen

63 2.08 0.87 1.21 1.40
125 0.76 0.79 0.78 1.02
250 0.84 0.70 0.81 0.78
500 0.84 0.76 0.90 0.89
1000 0.75 0.68 0.87 0.93

Table A1. Dimensions of the four rooms.

Room Length (m) Width (m) Height (m)

Bedroom 1 3.85 2.50 3.10
Bedroom 2 3.85 2.85 3.10
Living room 6.19 3.84 3.10
Kitchen 3.69 3.51 3.10
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